Spies and Lies

German agents are everywhere, eager to gather news of our ships, our people, our munitions. It is still possible to get such information through Germany, where thousands of these fragments—often individually harmless—are patiently pieced together into a whole which spells death to American soldiers and danger to American homes.

But while the enemy is most industrious in trying to collect information, and his systems elaborate, he is often very stupid, and would fail to get what he wants were he not permitted his way. For his systems-are patiently pieced together into a whole which spells death to American soldiers and danger to American homes.
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still and she will mark improved the following official.

As the first to adapt the hydraulic principle to cider and grape juice making, we have seen various attempts at the invention both in product and service to those requirements of the users of high-grade chemi-

The rapid development of the chemical industry of the Du Pont organization is attribut-

able to the variety and genuine merit of its output and the manufacturing facilities at its command.

The coalition of Du Pont and Harrison interests enables us to give maximum satisfac-

tion both in product and service to those manufacturers and other users of chemi-

cals which demand the best.

Our principal plants are located at Delaware, Paulsboro, Newark, New, J., and Philadelphia, Pa., and represent the most modern development in scientific construction and equipment. Their capacity and convenient locations assure efficient service at all times.

Expert supervision of complete laboratory control over factory operations, perfection in technical skill, the best in raw materials and unexcelled facilities are the dominating factors in the manufacture of Du Pont Chemicals and insure uniform quality of the highest standard.

The technical skill and facilities of our laboratories are at the disposal of our cus-

omers, present and prospective, and in working out any problem connected with the use of our materials.
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